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TWO-PARTICLE PAIRING IN A TWO-DIMENSIONALBOSE-GAS WITH TWO SORTS OF BOSONS�D.V. Efremov and M.Yu. KaganMPIPKS, Nöthnitzer Str. 38, 01187 Dresden, GermanyCPFS, Nöthnitzer Str. 40, 01187 Dresden, GermanyKapitza Institute for Physial Problems, Kosygin str. 2, 117334 Mosow, Russia(Reeived July 10, 2002)We onsider a possibility of two-boson pairing in a dilute 2D Bose-gas on a lattie with strong hard-ore repulsion U and a Van der Waalsattrative tail V . The phase diagram of Bose gas onsisting of one sort ofstrutureless bosons ontains only two regions: the usual one partile Bose�Einstein ondensation (BEC) and the region of total phase separation onthe Mott�Hubbard Bose solid and dilute Bose gas. But in the system withtwo sorts of strutureless bosons the reation of the two-partile ondensate(hbbi 6= 0) is possible. We show that the full set of equations for stabilityof homogeneous two-partile ondensate is satis�ed.PACS numbers: 03.75.Fi, 74.20.Mn1. IntrodutionThe problem of two-partile pairing in Bose systems is interesting notonly from the point of view of 2D Bose systems in magneti traps but also forthe theories of biexitons in semiondutors, Shwinger bosons in magnetisystems and holons in HTSC. In the latter ase a possible two-holon pairingin the slave�boson theories of superondutivity an restore a required harge2e of a Cooper pair. The �rst attempt of the investigation of the possibility oftwo-partile pairing versus one partile Bose�Einstein ondensation belongsto Valatin and Butler [1℄. Later on Nozieres and Saint-James [2℄ showedthat in 3D strutureless Bose gas with attrative tail either standard one-partile BEC is more energetially bene�ial or phase separation takes plaeearlier than the two-partile Bose pairing. As a next step Rie and Wang [3℄onjetured that the two-partile Bose ondensation is possible in 2D hard-ore Bose gas with attrative tail. Later on the present authors showed� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(591)



592 D.V. Efremov, M.Yu. Kaganthat the Bose gas without internal struture with attrative interation isunstable against phase separation [5℄. Hene there is no region of two-partile Bose-ondensate (hbbi 6= 0 while hbi = 0) in this type of models.The aim of the present paper is to show that there is the set of models, inwhih the two-partile pairing an be realized. In partiular we demonstratethat in the ase of Hubbard model for a Bose gas onsisting of two sorts ofbosons with repulsion between the partiles of the same sort and attrationbetween the partiles of di�erent sorts the stability onditions against thephase separation are satis�ed. Hene in these systems the two-partile Boseondensate an exist.2. Two-partile pairing of strutureless bosons on a lattieFirst let us remind the properties of two-partile ondensate in a Bosegas. We will onsider a Bose gas on a 2D square lattie with onsite repulsionU and nearest neighbors attration V desribed by the HamiltonianH = �tXij byibj + U2 Xi n2i � V2 Xij ninj ; (1)where ni = byi bi is a 2D boson density. The bound state energy is givenby the pole in the T matrix problem [4, 5℄. Due to hard-ore repulsion thebound state exists only for the potential strength V > V, where V = 4tis a threshold value (see for details [5℄). The energy of the bound state isgiven by jEbj = 8W exp��1� � ; (2)where W is a bandwidth and � = (V � V)=�V .The possibility of the pairing in medium is determined by the existeneof the pole in the solution of the Bethe�Salpeter equation1 + T (2�)Z Z dpxdpy(2�)2 oth� "p��2T �2("p � �) j�j2 = 0 ; (3)where the j�j are respetively eigenfuntions for s-, p- and d-wave pairingand T (2�) is a orresponding T matrix. The onservation of partiles givesan equation for the hemial potentialnB = Z Z d2p(2�)2 1expnEpT o� 1 ; (4)where Ep = p2=2m+ j~�j is the spetrum of almost an ideal Bose gas.



Two-Partile Pairing in a Two-Dimensional Bose-Gas with . . . 593The system of the equations (3) and (4) has a solution for an s-wavehannel at temperature T � T0= ln� where T0 = 2�n=m is degeneraytemperature. It orresponds to ritial temperature of two-partile pairing.The real ollapse of the system is prohibited by strong onsite repulsion U ,but the system an be unstable towards phase separation onto two lusters.First luster has n1 ! 1 and is loalized due to Mott�Hubbard onsider-ations. And seond luster has a density of partiles n2 ! 0. A simpleanalysis shows that the phase separation takes plae for V > Vps � 2t.As a result we obtain the following phase diagram for the system ofthe strutureless bosons: for V < 2t we have at low density the standardone-partile BEC. For V > 2t the phase separation takes plae. For largedensities n = n � 1 (n = 1 for strutureless bosons) the system undergoesa transition to the Mott�Hubbard Bose solid.3. Possibility of two-partile pairing for the two-bandBose�Hubbard modelNow let us show that there is a lass of models with two-partile on-densation. We will onsider the two-band Hubbard model for two sorts ofstrutureless bosons. The Hamiltonian of the system has the formH = �taXij ayiaj � tbXij byibj + Uaa2 Xi n2ia + Ubb2 Xi n2ib � Uab2 Xi nianib ;where ta and tb, na and nb are, respetively, the hopping matrix elementsand densities for bosons of sorts a and b. For simpliity we will onsiderthe ase ta = tb and assume that the bottoms of the bands oinide. In theHamiltonian Uaa and Ubb are Hubbard onsite repulsions for bosons of sortsa and b. Finally Uab is an onsite attration between bosons of two di�erentsorts. Note that the same Hamiltonian desribes the two-layer situationwith interlayer attration and intra-layer repulsion.Let us onsider the low density limit with equal densities of both sorts ofbosons, that is when both na = nb = n � 1. In this limit we must replaethe Hubbard interation Uab by the orresponding T matrix. The relevantexpression for the T matrix Tab is given byTab( ~E) = Uab1� Uab R d2p4�2 1p2=m+j ~Ej ; (5)where ~E = E +W .The results of the previous setion for the bound state (2) and ritialtemperature are still valid. But in this ase we should substitute a oupling



594 D.V. Efremov, M.Yu. Kaganonstant by � = mUab=(4�). Note that there is no threshold for pairing inthis ase. We also want to mention that in this ase the oherene lengthan be larger than a mean distane between partiles (� = 1=p2mEb � a =1=pn). Therefore, the pairs an be not only loal but also extended.Let us investigate the stability of the system against phase separation.The hemial potential in leading approximation an be written in the fol-lowing form �a = Taana � jEboundj=2 and �b = Tbbnb � jEboundj=2: Bydiret alulations it is easy to see that all required onditions for stabil-ity are satis�ed: ��a=�na > 0; ��b=�nb > 0 and (��a=�na)(��b=�nb) �(��a=�nb)(��b=�na) > 0 for Taa > 0 and Tbb > 0. Hene the system isstable against phase separation.Now we omplete the phase diagram for the system with two sorts ofbosons. The resulting phase diagram is quite di�erent from one for thesystem onsisting from one sort of strutureless bosons. It has no region ofphase separation. At low densities for repulsive Uab we have usual BEC, butfor attrative Uab we have already the s-wave two-partile pairing. For largedensities n = n � 1 the system undergoes a transition to the Mott�HubbardBose solid.In onlusion we showed the possibility of realization of two-partile par-ing in the system of two sorts of bosons with repulsion between the sametype of bosons and attration between di�erent sorts. We demonstrated thatthe neessary onditions for stability of homogeneous two partile onden-sation are satis�ed. The more diret appliations of the present results withtwo sorts of bosons are onneted with SU(2) slave�boson theories of highT superondutivity and Shwinger-boson theories of 2D magnets.The authors aknowledge helpful disussions with P. Fulde, and B. Svis-tunov. This work was also supported by RFBR grant 02-02-17520, RussianPresident Program for Siene Support grant 96-15-9694 and by Grant ofRussian Aademy of Sienes for young sientists.REFERENCES[1℄ J.G. Valatin, D. Butler, Nuovo Cimento 10, 37 (1958).[2℄ P. Nozieres, D. Saint-James, J. Phys. 43, 1133 (1982).[3℄ M.J. Rie, Y.R. Wang, Phys. Rev. B37, 5893 (1988).[4℄ M.Yu. Kagan, T.M. Rie, J. Phys. Condens. Mat. 6, 3771 (1994).[5℄ M.Yu. Kagan, D.V. Efremov, Phys. Rev. B65, 195103 (2002).


